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“You die because you’re fragile.” 
  

“It’s not age that ends an economic expansion.  You die because you’re fragile.” 
Nancy Lazar, CEO of Cornerstone Macro 

  
Every once in a while, some eminent Wall Street type says something downright sensible; something 
which gets right to the heart of the matter with such clarity that we know she’s right before we read 
another word.  The “Something Sensible” award for this week goes to Nancy Lazar, CEO of an economics 
and investment research company.  She was talking (in Barron’s magazine) about “Why the U.S. Economy 
Will Keep Humming,” but her keen insight applies to all sorts of other situations:  from specific companies 
to the rest of the global economy. 
  
“You die because you’re fragile.”  As Ms. Lazar (and Outlook) have observed, “fragile” is the last word in 
the world any sensible observer would attach to the American economy.  For the past 10 years the 
amazing thing about the economy has been its solid, persistent growth through almost countless hazards 
(which repeatedly persuaded countless doubters that it was teetering toward collapse.)  But it was, in 
fact, doing the exact opposite:  accelerating, these last couple of years, to astonishing levels of 
employment, earnings and cash flow growth, and consumer incomes—side by side with 20 to 30-year 
lows in debt burdens—all of which are so strong they actually deserve the word “shocking,” in a good 
sense.  
  
But that word, “fragile,” does indeed fit other pieces of the world’s economic puzzle—at least to some 
degree.  Europe leads the list.  Only yesterday, the Wall Street Journal took a long look at the phenomenon 
of “negative interest rates” in Europe.  “Negative interest rates” means in Europe, banks charge savers an 
interest rate for doing them the favor of holding their money—instead of the other way around.  So—just 
to make this nonsense perfectly clear—when a European deposits 100 euros in his bank and doesn’t touch 
it, he’ll have 99 euros (or so) a year later.  Naturally, plenty of European businesses and individuals reacted 
to such insanity by asking their banks to convert all their savings to cash, so they could put the cash in a 
safe deposit box (where at least it wouldn’t lose that 1% per year.)  Just as naturally—when we know how 
politics and regulation works in Europe—their banks and governments said, “Sorry, we just passed a law 
making holding hard cash illegal (beyond trivial amounts.)”  
  
We mustn’t overuse good words like “nonsense” and “insanity” . . . so we’ll ask, “How did this “situation” 
come about, and why has it gone on for a few years?”  Now, we’ll entirely skip the voluminous, high-
sounding technical answers to that question which, yes, countless European politicians, bureaucrats and 
economists have supplied.  Here’s Outlook’s answer.  “In a nutshell, the European Central Bank created 
negative interest rates in a desperate attempt to nudge the European economy a little beyond 
“standing  still” with respect to economic growth—where it’s been stuck for a long time.  Negative rates 
have completely failed to help—because Europe’s economic sickness is growth-killing economics and 
politics (heavy taxation and painstaking regulation of every step a going business tries to take), 
and not growth-killing interest rates.  Despite its spectacular failure, the “negative interest rates” 
experiment has gone on and on . . . because so very few people anywhere in Europe—from central bank 
bureaucrats to politicians to ordinary men and women in the street—understand or believe in the “pro-
growth” economics which has worked so well in the U.S. and everywhere else it’s been tried.  Instead, the 
core belief is that it is government’s job to arrange things, especially everything touching on economic 



well-being.  So silly policies go on and on, since those in charge of the policies aren’t about to stand up 
and say, “We’re doing no good, only harm.”  
  
If Outlook’s notion of “how things work” in Europe is on the money, it’s not only sad, but hardly supports 
much optimism about Europe’s contribution to the sales and earnings of our companies.  It is sad, and 
optimism is thin on the ground . . . but as always, the “big picture” contains surprising rays of sunshine 
which we miss when we’re scrutinizing the picture’s darkest corners.  “1200 Global Companies Hiked 
Dividends 7.8% Last Year!” was a somewhat more obscure headline a couple of days ago.  The 1200 
companies are big, paying 90% of the total dividends paid by all of the world’s corporations.  A giant chunk 
of those companies are American or European, and their dividend actions were:  9.8% growth from 
American firms; 5.4% from European firms.  
  
We underlined Europe’s “5.4%” not because it’s a lot lower than America’s, but because it’s one of those 
rays of sunshine in fairly dark “big pictures.”  The right reaction to it is not “How low!” It’s “How 
remarkable that European companies, with the constant, crushing burdens of regulation and taxation 
which they must bear, and with the last year’s torrent of unusual and extra problems in Europe, found a 
way to give their shareholders a 5% raise in dividends . . . again.”  
  
How?  Because Europe has a Main Street, just like the U.S.  It’s the place where determined and 
hardworking businesspeople and consumers do their best to shrug off their burdens and get on with their 
jobs—even if the best pace they can manage is a slow walk rather than a brisk trot.  As Outlook has 
observed a few times, such “Main Streets” are the engines of growth everywhere, from Shanghai to 
Dusseldorf to Cleveland.  What’s really remarkable is how few “eminent authorities” believe that, 
especially in Europe but certainly in China as well.  They’re wedded to the belief that government is the 
puppet-master pulling the strings, without which nothing moves.  Nothing ever changes such people’s 
beliefs, but we investors can choose our own.  Because of the power and the will to get ahead of “Main 
Street,” even when cramped by growth-killing economics, the world as a whole has many more rays of 
sunshine in its big picture than the headlines ever recognize.  America’s part of the picture is lit brightly 
indeed at the moment, and Europe’s is considerably darker; but Main Street on both continents is moving 
ahead, and showing us, with cash, that it’s far from crippled.  
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should only 
be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


